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№182 |  09.08.2022 

• Brent (ICE) is trading below $100/bbl 
• Gasoline and diesel wholesale prices keep 

rising 
• Oil refining margins grow 

№183 |  16.08.2022 

• IEA optimism supports Brent (ICE) prices 
• Gasoline retail margins fell below RUB 5/l 
• Oil refining margins increased owing to 

petroleum products export 

№184 |  23.08.2022 

• Oil prices decline owing the resumption of the 
Iran Nuclear Deal talks (JCPOA)  

• Gasoline retail prices started rising  
• Expected adjustment of motor gasoline 

“Damper” mechanism is unlikely to affect 
wholesale prices 

• Refinery margins rise due to falling crude oil 
prices 

№185 |  30.08.2022 

• Brent (ICE) is trading above $100/bbl 
• Gasoline wholesale prices are falling  
• Gasoline and simple refineries suffer losses 

№186 |  06.09.2022 

• News from China exert pressure on oil prices 
• Reduction of motor gasoline “Damper“ 

doesn't prompt wholesale prices to drop 
• Refinery margins decline owing to decrease 

in budget support 

№187 |  13.09.2022 

• Brent spot prices keep falling  
• Domestic gasoline market lost its price 

premium 
• Refinery margins rise due to falling crude oil 

prices 

№187 |  13.09.2022 

• На спотовом рынке нефть продолжает 
дешеветь 

• Российский рынок автобензина потерял 
премиальность 

• Маржа переработки растет на фоне 
дешевеющего сырья 
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№166 |  19.04.2022 
• Oil prices are rising again 
• Government is going to support Russian 

refineries 
• Gasoline prices keep falling 

№167 |  26.04.2022 
• Oil prices decreased on expectations of 

global economic slowdown 
• Surplus in petrol market pushes prices 

down 

№168 |  04.05.2022 
• Oil prices rise on risks of Russian oil 

embargo 
• Wholesale gasoline prices drop is slowing 

down 

№169 |  11.05.2022 

• Oil prices keep rising on risks of EU 
embargo of Russian oil 

• Wholesale gasoline prices started to rise 
• “Surrogate” withdraw the diesel fuel 

market 

№170 |  17.05.2022 
• Oil prices retain volatility 
• AI-92 gasoline retail prices returned to the 

level of the beginning of the year 

№171 |  24.05.2022 
• Oil market is waiting for recovery of China's 

oil demand 
• Fuel is getting cheaper again in the Russian 

wholesale market 

№172 |  31.05.2022 
• Oil prices rise with tight supply expectations 
• Gasoline retail margins at record high 

№173 |  07.06.2022 
• Gasoline crack-spread in Europe has renewed 

its historical high again 
• Both gasoline and diesel wholesale prices in 

Russia fell 

№174 |  14.06.2022 
• Oil prices decline again on expectations of 

lower demand in China 
• Wholesale motor fuels prices returned to 

growth 

№175 |  21.06.2022 
• During the week Brent (ICE) fell by almost 

$9/bbl  
• Will the “Damper” mechanism be changed again? 
• Wholesale motor fuels prices keep rising 

№176 |  28.06.2022 

• Urals is already cheaper than Brent by more than 
$40 per barrel 

• New formula for motor gasoline “Damper” 
mechanism is going to be applied in September 

• Demand for motor gasoline on Spimex 
decreased at the end of the week 

№177 |  05.07.2022 

• Motor fuels in Europe lost up to 9% in price 
over the week 

• Gasoline on the wholesale market is getting 
cheaper 

• Russian refining margins goes through the roof 

№178 |  12.07.2022 

• The threat of a global recession is becoming a 
dominant factor in the oil market 

• The domestic motor fuels market loses its 
premium 

• Russian refining margins decline in July 

№179 |  19.07.2022 

• Brent drops below $100/bbl on ICE shortly 
• Wholesale Premium Gasoline prices are soaring  
• Falling oil prices and weakening US dollar 

supported Russian refineries margins  

№180 |  26.07.2022 

• Oil prices remain volatile  
• Wholesale gasoline prices jumped 10% 
• Refining margins suffered losses from the 

foreign market’s unfavorable price conjuncture 

№181 |  02.08.2022 

• Brent (ICE) rose almost $7/bbl last week  
• Wholesale gasoline prices rise a third week in 

a row 
• Unfavorable domestic market price 

conjuncture depress Russian refining margins 
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№151 |  21.12.2021 
• Brent crude drops again below $75  
• Fall in wholesale gasoline market discount 
• Domestic petroleum price environment 

supports the increase of refinery margins 

№152 |  28.12.2021 
• The price of Brent crude is back to $76 per 

barrel 
• Refineries to get more than 1.25 billion 

trillion from the budget for 2021  
• Wholesale prices for winter diesel exceeds 

65,000 roubles/t  
• Benchmark refinery margins decline due to 

rise in raw materials 

№153 |  18.01.2022 
• Dated Brent price tops $87/bbl 
• Gasoline “damper” will be changed again  
• Wholesale gasoline and diesel prices go up 

significantly  
• Refining margins decline drastically 

№154 |  25.01.2022 
• The price of Urals exceeds  Brent oil prices 
• Wholesale AI-92 prices fall despite the growth 

of netbacks  
• Refining margins decline for the second week 

in a row 

№155 |  01.02.2022 
• Brent oil price climbed above $92 per barrel 
• Gasoline domestic market is increasingly 

less profitable then exports 
• Benchmark gasoline refinery goes loss-

making  

№156 |  08.02.2022 

• Brent crude oil price hit $96/bbl 
• Wholesale gasoline prices continue to drop 
• Complex refining is profitable while simple 

refining is facing losses 

№157 |  15.02.2022 

• Brent oil price is marching closer to 
$100/bbl 

• Regulatory authorities have decided on the 
new "damper" parameters and date 

• Retail gasoline prices growth is slowing 
down 

• High refined products’ prices support refinery 
margins 

№158 |  22.02.2022 

• Brent Dated price smashes through 
$100/bbl 

• Wholesale motor fuel prices declining 
• Complex refining margins are falling 

№159 |  01.03.2022 

• Urals to Brent discount dropped to $9.3/bbl 
• Wholesale fuel prices are rising with export 

netbacks 
• Gasoline and simple refineries suffer losses 

№160 |  09.03.2022 

• Motor fuel prices in Europe rose above $1,000 
per ton 

• Russian refineries face record losses on the 
domestic fuel market 

№161 |  15.03.2022 

• Oil prices fall on expectations of increasing 
supply 

• Have wholesale motor fuels prices fallen to 
their lowest potential levels? 

№162 |  22.03.2022 

• Urals to Brent discount growth slowed 
down  

• During the week wholesale gasoline and 
diesel prices recouped more than 50% of 
the previous two-week decline  

№163 |  29.03.2022 
• Oil prices rise on fears of supply cuts 
• Fuel in the wholesale market is getting cheaper 

again 

№164 |  05.04.2022 
• Brent crude price on the London stock 

exchange tumbles below $104.4 per barrel  
• Wholesale diesel prices rose by 7-8% last 

week depending on the grade 

№165 |  12.04.2022 
• Brent crude price keeps falling on the London 

Stock Exchange  
• Wholesale motor gasoline prices has declined 

after ricing last week 
• TAIF-NK maintenance is unlikely to lead to 

fuel shortage 
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№139 |  28.09.2021 
• Oil prices climbed to the highest level in 

three years on the London stock exchange  
• “Damper” for the jet fuel may be 

introduced this September 
• Wholesale motor fuel prices keep 

increasing 
• Margins of technology advanced refineries 

decrease 

№140 |  05.10.2021 
• Brent crude nears $80 per barrel  
• Petrol retail prices go up 
• Margins of technology advanced refineries 

increase helped by state subsidies 

№141 |  12.10.2021 
• Oil prices jumped to 3-year highs on the 

London stock exchange  
• Wholesale prices of AI-92 gasoline decrease 

by 3% 
• Higher feedstock prices keep the benchmark 

refinery margins declining  

№142 |  19.10.2021 
• Brent is approaching $85 per barrel 
• Retail fuel prices increase 
• “Damper” is expected to increase and likely 

to assist in margins expansion of technology 
advanced refineries 

№143 |  26.10.2021 
• Brent oil prices settle at $85 a barrel 
• Demand for winter diesel goes up in the 

wholesale market  
• Margin of gasoline refinery is down 10% 

from a week earlier   

№144 |  02.11.2021 
• Brent oil prices fell towards $84 per barrel 

on the London stock exchange 
• Wholesale diesel prices keep increasing  
• Refinery margins stay stable in Russia 

№145 |  09.11.2021 
• Brent oil prices post their second week decline 

on the LSE 
• Refineries will receive more than a trillion 

roubles from the federal budget in the first 11 
month of 2021 

• Russian gasoline market is back to balance 
• Domestic market supports the benchmark 

refinery margins 

№146 |  16.11.2021 
• Brent oil prices post their third weekly drop 
• Gasoline sales in small-scale wholesale and 

retail sectors are profitable unlike diesel sales 
• Gasoline refinery margins fell 18% and diesel 

margins drop 15% 

№147 |  23.11.2021 
• Brent oil prices dropped below $79 a barrel on 

the London Stock Exchange 
• Wholesale diesel prices suffering a loss, their 

first in five weeks 
• Margins of technology advanced refineries keep 

falling  

№148 |  30.11.2021 
• Oil prices drop as the world reacts to the new 

COVID-19 variant  
• AI-92 gasoline retail grow to become profitable 

for the first time since Jan 2021… 
• … however might suffer losses at the beginning 

of 2022 
• Refinery margins increase due to low oil prices  

№149 |  07.12.2021 
• The price of Brent crude is hovering around $70/bbl 
• Wholesale gasoline market ceased to be 

premium 
• Government considering to adjust “damper” 
• Decline in budget support leads to fall of 

margins of complex refining  

№150 |  14.12.2021 
• Brent crude  reached $75 a barrel 
• Gasoline retail margins are back to the level 

reached at the beginning of the year  
• Petroleum price environment in foreign markets 

supports the benchmark refinery margins 

№138 |  21.09.2021 
• Brent crude oil price hits $75 per barrel on 

the London stock exchange  
• Wholesale motor fuel prices are on the rise 

yet again 
• Price environment on the petroleum product 

market supporting refinery margins 
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№123 |  08.06.2021 
• Brent oil price up to $71 per barrel 
• Gasoline retail sales suffer losses   
• Losses in diesel sales in small-scale wholesale 

and retail sectors in June may increase 6 times 
• Refinery margins increase in June 

№124 |  15.06.2021 
• The price of Brent crude oil rocketed above $72 

a barrel on the London exchange  
• Diesel retail sales turn profitable   
• Refinery margins keep stable in Russia 

№125 |  22.06.2021 
• Crude oil futures fell from their highest level 

pressured by a stronger U.S. dollar 
• Wholesale motor fuel prices falling but retail 

sales stay unprofitable  
• Government attempts to make the domestic 

motor fuels market more stable  
• Russian refining margins decline 
• Oil prices reach $80 per barrel: how will the 

refining economics change 

№126 |  29.06.2021 
• The price of Brent oil climbs above $76 a barrel  
• Domestic motor fuels market is reaching a price 

parity to export  
• Complex refining stays profitable but simple 

refining is still facing losses 

№127 |  06.07.2021 
• Oil prices drop over fears of new coronavirus 

variants but hike on OPEC+ disputes 
• Loses of motor fuels retail sales keep deepen  
• Demand for diesel surrogates goes up in the 

domestic market 
• An expected increase in budget subsidies 

supports the margins of technology advanced 
refineries  

№128 |  13.07.2021 
• Urals crude oil is cheaper than Brent, but not for 

long 
• Wholesale gasoline prices keep rising 
• Refinery margins decline in the domestic market 

as Russia’s rouble felt against the US dollar  

№129 |  20.07.2021 
• Brent crude oil prices drop following OPEC+ 

deal and rising COVID cases 
• Refineries will  lose “damper” if gasoline prices 

keep rising 
• The refining margins improve as oil prices fell 

№130 |  27.07.2021 
• The market reaction to an OPEC + meeting was 

turbulent but short 
• Gasoline prices climb higher given supply 

situation in the domestic market 
• Russian refining margins are fairly stable 

№131 |  03.08.2021 
• Motor fuel prices continue its rise in Europe 
• Wholesale gasoline prices were about to 

decline in Russia but it didn’t work 
• A ban on gasoline export is still under 

discussion  
• Gasoline refining margins drop 15% this week, 

diesel refining margins narrow 10% 

№132 |  10.08.2021 
• Oil prices fall to $71 a barrel 
• Potential for wholesale prices growth of AI-92 

gasoline is exhausted 
• Refinery margins increase helped by a drop in 

raw materials costs 

№133 |  16.08.2021 
• Brent crude oil prices are staying stable at $71 

per barrel 
• Wholesale gasoline prices increase by 3 per cent 

in a week 
• Refinery margins rise  

№134 |  24.08.2021 
• Brent drops to $65 per barrel  
• Wholesale motor fuel prices fall further in 

Russia  
• Refining margins keep rising 

№135 |  31.08.2021 
• Oil prices rise along with the improvement in 

the COVID situation in China 
• AI-92 gasoline gets cheaper in European 

Russia and more expensive in the Urals area 
and beyond 

• Refinery margins decline due to rise in raw 
materials  

№136 |  07.09.2021 
• Oil prices rise slowly as the global economy 

recovers 
• Heightened tension in gasoline market will 

stay in September   
• Increase in budget subsidies in September 

supports the margins of technology advanced 
refineries 

№137 |  14.09.2021 
• Brent crude oil price has stabilised at around 

$72 per barrel 
• AI-92 gasoline prices are in equilibrium in small-

scale wholesale and retail sectors 
• Margins of technology advanced refineries 

suffer substantial looses  
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№107 |  16.02.2021 
• Brent crude hits fresh high of $62 a barrel  
• AI-92 gasoline cumulative sales margin go 

positive in small-scale wholesale and retail sectors  
• Margins of technology advanced refineries 

unlikely to change   

№108 |  24.02.2021 
• Brent hits $64 as Texas snowstorm cuts oil 

production 
• Prices at refineries surge still discount grows aw 

well compared with export netback 
• Margins of technology advanced refineries climb 

high in spite of high raw materials price 

№109 |  02.03.2021 
• Brent crude prices jumped to $66 per barrel on 

London ICE 
• Oil companies’ losses increase on AI-92 gasoline 

market  
• Refining margins in sharp decline  

№110 |  09.03.2021 
• Brent oil price hits $69 per barrel 
• Wholesale motor fuel sales turn profitable for 

the refineries  
• Margins of technology advanced refineries grow 

in March with budget support scheme  

№111 |  16.03.2021 
• Brent crude failed to rise above the key $70-a-

barrel threshold  
• Adjustment of the “damper” will improve the Al-

92 market 
• Domestic pricing environment will support the 

benchmark refinery margins 

№112 |  23.03.2021 
• Oil price could rise in the wake of positive news 
• Domestic trade of motor fuels is finally more 

profitable than exporting 
• Refinery margins increase after a recent dip in 

price of raw materials 

№113 |  30.03.2021 
• Suez Canal blockage keeps oil prices stable  
• Prices for motor fuels increase at filling stations 

and refineries  
• Margins of technology advanced refineries 

decline due to the rise in raw materials costs  

№114 |  06.04.2021 
• Oil prices rise following the recent OPEC+ 

ministerial meeting  
•  Gasoline and diesel retail prices increase more 

during the early months of 2021 compared to 
2020 as a whole 

•  Gasoline market in Far East is waiting for rescue 
by the subsidized railway tariff rates   

• Impressive growth of refinery margin in April  
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№115 |  13.04.2021 
• Oil prices fell on fears of production growth in May 
• Sale of summer and off-season diesel fuel by 

refiners is finally profitable 
• Refinery margins decline as the price of raw 

materials keeps going up 

№116 |  20.04.2021 
• Brent crude settled up $4 a barrel  
• Adjustment of the gasoline “damper” is being 

finalised  
• Refinery margins keep declining because of 

escalating raw material prices 

№117 |  27.04.2021 
• Brent oil price freeze 
• Prices at filling stations and finally stable. But for 

how long?   
• Refinery margins are falling three weeks in a row 

№118 |  04.05.2021 
• Oil prices surge as OPEC and non-OPEC allies 

commit to comply with the OPEC + agreement 
• Wholesale and small-scale wholesale motor fuel 

prices hold stable in Russia 
• Fall in wholesale gasoline prices is forecasted in May 
• Demand for motor fuels in Russia "coped" with 

Covid-19 
• Margins of technology advanced refineries keep 

declining  

№119 |  11.05.2021 
• Brent crude price rises in anticipation of easing 

up of COVID-19 lockdown in Europe  
• New “damper” formula makes Russian gasoline 

market premium 
• An expected increase in budget subsidies in May 

supports the margins of technology advanced 
refineries  

№120 |  18.05.2021 
• Cost of Brent again couldn’t exceed 70 dollars/barrel 
• Wholesale gasoline prices starting to rise 
• Refinery margins decline  

№121 |  25.05.2021 
• Oil down driven by a possible Iran sanctions relief  
• Wholesale gasoline prices continue to rise 
• Refinery margins increase as raw material costs 

declining  

№122 |  01.06.2021 
• Brent crude prices rising again to around the 

$69 a barrel mark 
• Small-scale wholesale and retail fuel sales 

margins dwindle 
• Complex refining profitability is stable, simple 

refining is facing losses  
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№92 | 20.10.2020 
• Brent crude prices attempt to stabilise at $43 a 

barrel on the London based ICE exchange 
• Wholesale gasoline market growing to premium 
• Russian refining margins keep stable  

№93 | 27.10.2020 
• Petrol and diesel prices plunge in Europe 
• Russian gasoline market reaches equilibrium  
• Russian petroleum refining marginality stays 

stable  

№94 | 03.11.2020 
• Once again, Brent crude tumbles below $40 a 

barrel 
• Russian AI-92 gasoline market becomes the 

premium 
• Refinery margins have seen a twofold increase 

in Russia 

№95 | 10.11.2020 
• The price of Brent crude is hovering around $40 a 

barrel on the London based ICE exchange 
• Wholesale motor fuel prices likely to remain stable  
• Russian oil refining margins decline but still 

remain positive  

№96 | 17.11.2020 
• Oil price settles higher boosted by COVID-19 

vaccine progress 
• Wholesale motor fuel prices slide down rapidly 
• Russian refining margins keep declining  
• Russian refining may go loss-making by the end 

of the year  

№97 | 24.11.2020 
• Brent crude oil prices hit $45 a barrel on the 

London based ICE exchange 
• Wholesale motor fuel prices continue to drop 
• Technology advanced refineries stay profitable , 

regardless of high costs of raw materials  

№98 | 01.12.2020 
• Brent crude price spiked to $48 a barrel on the 

London based ICE exchange 
• Motor fuel producers suffer losses in the 

domestic market 
• Refineries are face losses - even gasoline 

refineries are operating at a loss 
• Risk of cutting back in refining increase in Russia 

№99 | 08.12.2020 
• Brent prices inch towards $50 per barrel 
• Wholesale motor fuel prices start to rise 
• Russia enters the winter diesel fuels season  
• Diesel refineries are not profitable anymore 

№100 | Jubilee Edition | 15.12.2020 
• Brent prices settle above $50 per barrel 
• Wholesale gasoline prices continue to decline in 

Russia  
• Diesel refining margins start to recover  
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№101 | 22.12.2020 
• Brent crude tops $52 a barrel on the London 

based ICE exchange 
• Domestic wholesale prices are rising   
• Russian oil refining margins increase   
• 2021 predictions for the motor fuel market 
• A new scheme of budget support for refineries 

to be launched in 2021  
• Margins increase in January is a holiday gift to 

Russian refineries  

№102 |  29.12.2020 
• New coronavirus strain inflicts pain on the oil 

industry  
• Wholesale prices growth of AI-92 gasoline 

causing losses for small-scale wholesale 
• Russian refinery margins increase for the third 

week in a row  

№103 |  19.01.2021 
• 2021 started with Brent price increase  
• Gasoline sales continue to be less profitable 

than exports on wholesale gasoline market and 
stay loss-making in small-scale wholesale sales 

• Russian refinery margins fall compared with last 
2020 year 

№104 |  26.01.2021 
• Brent crude oil prices average $55.5  per barrel 
• AI-92 gasoline sales suffer losses  in small-scale 

wholesale and retail sectors 
• Aggregated Russian refinery margins decline for 

2 weeks in a row  

№105 |  02.02.2021 
• Urals crude is traded at a premium to Brent 
• New Reality: Gasoline “damper” goes positive 
• Government stopped increase in wholesale 

gasoline prices, didn’t it?  
• Russian refinery margins increase in January due 

to budget support 
• Refinery margins may increase in February, 

although moderately 

№106 |  09.02.2021 
• Brent crude oil prices at new highs in February 
• “Damper” finally goes positive for refineries  
• Domestic motor fuels prices are still below the 

export netback 
• Margins of technology advanced refineries grow 

with budget support scheme  
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№77 | 07.07.2020 
• European motor fuel prices rising in July  
• Retail gasoline remains in a loss-

making position 
• Russian refinery margins swing positive 

№78 | 14.07.2020 
• Brent oil prices varies around 43 dollars/barrel 
• Government’s measures cause wholesale motor 

fuel prices slide down  
• Gasoline retail prices increase  
• Russian refinery margins struggle to stay in a 

positive zone  

№79 | 21.07.2020 
• Brent stabilises at 43 dollars/barrel 
• AI-95 gasoline cumulative sales margin go 

positive in small-scale wholesale and retail 
sectors  

• Russian refinery margins go negative 

№80 | 28.07.2020 
• Price of Brent is on the verge of testing 44 

dollars/barrel on ICE exchange 
• Wholesale gasoline prices keep on rising 
• AI-92 gasoline aggregate sales margin is seen 

falling negative in small-scale wholesale and 
retail sectors  

• Gasoline and diesel refinery margins go positive 
again 

№81 | 04.08.2020 
• Urals-Brent spread is falling to zero  
• AI-92 gasoline aggregate sales margin stays 

negative in small-scale wholesale and retail 
sectors 

• Margins of technology advanced refineries 
remain high 

• Is there any hope for the independent filling 
stations operators? 

№82 | 11.08.2020 
• Brent passes 45 dollars per barrel on ICE exchange 
• Prices of Russian motor fuel producers slide rapidly 
• AI-92 gasoline cumulative sales margin start 

showing positive recovery in small-scale wholesale 
and retail sectors  

• Aggregated Russian refinery margins rise   

№83 | 18.08.2020 
• Urals-Brent spread remains negative  
• Russian refineries enrich budget by 148 billion 

roubles in 7 month of 2020 
• Filling station gasoline sales margins rise but 

still stay negative 
• IM-PM index of advanced refineries continues to 

rise for the second week in a row 

№84 | 25.08.2020 
• Jet fuel price is roughly equal to gasoline price 

in Europe 
• AI-95 gasoline net sales margin is finally 

positive in retail sector 
• Refinery margins continue to increase in Russia 

№85 | 01.09.2020 
• Jet fuel is again cheaper than gasoline in Europe 
• Refinery prices up following the netbacks 
• Demand for motor fuels showing signs of 

recovery from coronavirus in Russia  
• Refinery margins indices stop growing  
• Gasoline refineries margins expected to grow in 

September  
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№86 | 08.09.2020 
• Brent price drops down by 5% a barrel on ICE 

exchange 
• Filling station AI-95 gasoline sales keep going 

up but AI-92 sales are staying loss-making  
• Russian refinery margins rose steadily for the 

first week of September  

№87 | 15.09.2020 
• Brent prices fell more than $40 a barrel on ICE 

exchange 
• Motor fuels get cheaper in both wholesale and 

small-scale wholesale sectors 
• Growth in refinery margins slows in Russia 

№88 | 22.09.2020 
• Brent price rose more than 8% a barrel on the 

London based ICE exchange 
• Gasoline domestic market ceased to be premium 
• Growth of IM-PM indices replaced by fall 

№89 | 29.09.2020 
• Demand for motor fuels impacted by the pandemic  
• AI-92 gasoline retail sales turn profitable  
• Refinery margins continue to decline in Russia 

№90 | 06.10.2020 
• Brent prices drop below $40 a barrel on the 

London based ICE exchange 
• Prices for motor fuels continue to rise in 

domestic market 
• IM-PM indices of advanced refineries see stable 

growth in October  

№91 | 13.10.2020  
• Brent increased by 9% a barrel on the London 

based ICE exchange 
• Gasoline is trading at a premium to netback in 

the domestic market 
• Refining remains profitable in spite of high raw 

materials price 
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№63 | 31.03.2020 
• Reverse excise tax on oil no longer payable 
• Russia’s coronavirus epidemic to cause massive 

fall in demand for motor fuel in April… 
• … but oil refining to continue and stay profitable 

№64 | 07.04.2020 
• Oil market hoping that the peak is over 
• First gasoline, now jet fuel goes down in price in 

Europe 
• “Damper” can eat up all refinery profits from 

domestic market gasoline sales in April 
• Are gasoline imports threatening Russian 

producers and the budget? 

№65 | 14.04.2020 
• OPEC+ manages to reach agreement 
• European motor fuel crack spreads continue to fall 
• Fall in motor fuel wholesale prices replaced by 

weak growth 
• Refineries cut back on income from gasoline and 

jet, but petroleum processing volumes remain 

№66 | 21.04.2020 
• OPEC+ deal will not remove all oil “surpluses” 

from the market 
• Oil producers again risk losing total wholesale 

sales revenue to the budget 
• Companies will compensate for losses in 

gasoline wholesale sales by “excess margins” in 
small-scale wholesale and retail sectors 

№67 | 28.04.2020 
• Oil continues to get cheaper 
• Russian refineries enrich budget by 57 billion 

roubles in April 
• Wholesale motor fuel prices change direction yet 

again 

№68 | 05.05.2020 
• Oil prices begin to climb in May 
• Growth slows in wholesale prices for motor fuels 

in Russia 
• Small-scale wholesale and retail margins fall 

again as manufacturers hike prices 

№69 | 12.05.2020 
• Brent goes up in price, but only to 31 dollars/barrel 
• Crack spreads for motor fuels in Europe retain their 

high volatility 
• Domestic motor fuel market prices rising in the 

wake of netbacks 
• Demand for gasoline in April falls at least by 30% 

№70 | 19.05.2020 
• Analysis of Russian petroleum refining 

marginality: indexed daily 
• Is there a marked reduction in Russian refinery 

production? 
• Wholesale prices for motor fuels continue to rise 

on the heels of netbacks 

№71 | 26.05.2020 
• Price of Brent exceed 35 dollars/barrel on ICE 

Exchange in London 
• Wholesale prices for motor fuels continue to rise 

in Russia following the European prices 
• Wholesale motor fuel at oil storage depots 

continue to suffer losses   
• Russian refineries continue to sustain losses 
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№72 | 02.06.2020 
• Urals crude is traded at a premium to Brent 
• Jet fuel sales margins for refuelers reach highs  
• Demand for jet fuel is supported by the air cargo  
• Russian refining is staying loss-making  
• Risk of cutting back in refining increase in Russia  
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• Cost of Brent jumps to more than 42 
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ICE exchange 
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• Refining continues to suffer losses 
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• Gasoline margins increasing at oil depots and at 
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• “Damper” more than halved in value during June  
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• Expiry of price fixing agreement not noticed by 
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• Kerosene “non-damper” will not significantly 
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• “Gasoline” refinery margins finally go positive 
• Jet fuel sales margins for refuelers drop 30% in 

May and June 
• Small-scale wholesale gasoline sales margins 
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• New July “damper” formula will only increase its 
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• Motor fuel wholesale price pulled down by 

supply-demand imbalance  

№30 | 30.07.2019 
• Far East “damper” not helping local filling 

stations to turn around losses 
• Small-scale wholesale gasoline sales margins 
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kicks in 
• Jet fuel sales margins for refuelers up by almost 
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• Demand for air travel providing support for 

airline finances 
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• Russian refinery margins in August down on June 
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in Saudi oil production due to drone attack? 
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• Decline in Saudi oil production hits Russian 
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• Diesel “damper” pushes surrogates out of market  
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• IMO 2020 takes effect 
• New taxes, prices and losses for refineries on 
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• Gasoline tears onto the foreign market... 
• ... but what will happen when it tears back out? 
• The ban on gasoline exports and the “tax 

manoeuvre” are beginning to kill the surrogates 
• March becomes the “month of refinery accidents” 
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• New agreement between the oil industry and 

the state: what is the logic? 
• Adjustment of the “damper” without removing 

restrictions on gasoline exports will not help 
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• Tax cut on oil excise duty exceeds 58 billion 

roubles in April 
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• Oil pollution at “Druzhba” keeps gasoline crack 

spreads high 
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• “Druzhba” bubble bursts triggering decline in 
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• June diesel fuel “damper” may be positive due to 
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• Support for the airline industry: the 

consequences of the abolition of VAT on 
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kerosene “damper” 
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• Brent stabilises at 60 dollars/barrel 
• Motor fuels market again becomes the premium 
• Deficit threatens winter diesel fuels market 
• Price fixing did not lead to noticeable increases 

in net retail sales margins 

№2 | 15.01.2019 
• New year starts with new taxes 
• The “damper”: why can it not stimulate price 

increases? 
• Motor fuel prices: strong growth in the gasoline 

market inevitable 
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• No movement from dusk till dawn: only diesel 

fuel prices change during the week 
• Shutdown for catalytic cracking plant repairs 

and MTBE production at the Angarsk refinery 
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• Price of Brent up to 63 dollars/barrel 
• Russian motor fuel prices falling due to weak 

demand 
• Filling station margins see marked increase 
• Blaze at Angarsk Petrochemical Company will 

not lead to motor fuels shortage 
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• Brent price up as we enter February 
• Agreement between the oil industry and the 

state leads to drop in prices 
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• No significant change to wholesale or retail 

markets 
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• Brent price sticks at the 62 dollars/barrel mark 
• Domestic market sales continue to be less 

profitable than exports 
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• Both oil prices and the dollar exchange rate 

soaring 
• Will European cracks lift the “damper” in 
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• Refineries to receive 23.6 billion roubles return 

on oil excise tax in February 
• 60% of crude now processed in Russia at a loss 
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• “Damper” to stand at 12.6 billion roubles at the 

end of February 
• Filling station gasoline sales margins again 

breaking records 
• Jet fuel sales margins for refuelers at record 

heights 
• Strong competition in the airline market saves 

passengers from airfare hikes 


